one-dimensional (1D) sliding of the protein along the DNA, during which the protein binds the DNA nonspecifically. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Since the pioneering work of Berg et al., 8 it has become well accepted that a protein's search for its target sequence comprises both 1D search (sliding) and 3D search, where the protein dissociates from the DNA into the surrounding solution and reassociates randomly with the DNA at a distant position from the initial dissociation point. In addition to these search mechanisms, the protein may also translocate along the DNA via short-range microscopic dissociations to neighboring DNA sites (hopping) or through intersegmental transfers in which the protein directly transfers to a different DNA location by a looped DNA strand, presumably via a doubly bound intermediate. 9 The task of probing the structural and molecular details of nonspecific protein-DNA interactions, which govern the search for the target DNA sequence, is a challenge because of the elusive and transient nature of nonspecific protein-DNA complexes. Nevertheless, several crystal structures of nonspecific or semi-specific protein-DNA complexes have been resolved. In non-specific protein-DNA complexes (e.g. the EcoRV, 10 BamHI, 11 lac-repressor, 12, 13 and BstYI 14 systems), the DNA maintains its canonical B form, 12 and the proteins interact mostly with negatively charged phosphate groups. 15 In general, DNA binding proteins have substantial regions of positive electrostatic potential at their DNA binding interface that form a complementary electrostatic patch to the negatively charged DNA doublehelix. [16] [17] [18] The importance of electrostatic interactions in dominating nonspecific protein-DNA interactions 19 is supported by a stronger dependence of nonspecific protein-DNA interactions on salt concentration than that seen in specific interactions 20 and by the observation that the protein-DNA interface is more hydrated in the nonspecific complex than in the specific complex. 21, 22 Using a variety of approaches, several studies in recent years concluded that there is a high degree of similarity between the specific and nonspecific binding of DNA binding proteins with DNA. In recent NMR measurements, the structural and kinetic aspects of the nonspecific interaction of the HoxD9 homeodomain with DNA were successfully characterized. 23, 24 These studies established that proteins may make use of similar binding interfaces for both nonspecific and specific DNA binding, utilizing the positive electrostatic patch on their surface to maintain a similar orientation with the DNA in the two binding modes. In addition, single-molecule experiments that investigated the linear diffusion of DNA binding proteins along DNA have reported diffusion coefficients for several proteins that are consistent with rotation coupled translocation dynamics, in which the protein propagates onedimensionally along the DNA while rotating along the helical contour of the DNA. 25 In such a rotation-coupled sliding fashion, a secondary structural element from the protein is able to probe the base-pair content of the DNA grooves and transit to specific binding that involves additional types of interactions (such as hydrogen-bonds with the bases and Van der Waals interactions) once the target DNA sequence is reached.
Recently, a few single-molecule experiments have been designed to investigate the Brownian nature of the translocation of proteins along DNA. These experiments indicated the broad distributions of the 1D diffusion coefficient (D 1 ) and the diffusion length. 27, 28 The D 1 coefficient ranges from B10 2 nm 2 s
À1
to B10 5 nm 2 s À1 , is much smaller than the 3D diffusion coefficient, which is about 10 8 nm 2 s À1 . The relationship between the 1D and 3D DNA search mechanisms has been studied for the heterodimeric restriction enzyme BbvCI, which recognizes and cleaves an asymmetrical target site. 5 By probing the cleavage of a DNA substrate containing two sites placed in different orientations to each other and with varying separation distances between the two, the authors have indicated a typical sliding distance of about 50 bp under physiological conditions. This typical sliding distance has been also demonstrated for other proteins, such the restriction enzyme EcoRV. 29 Here, we review a simplified computational approach presented earlier by Givaty and Levy 30 to explore the mechanism and the molecular details of the search process adopted by the protein to find a DNA target. We elaborate more on the distributions of sliding durations and provide a direct and quantitative indication for rotation-coupled sliding. On account of the elusive nature of nonspecific protein-DNA interactions, we use a reduced model in which the interactions between DNA-binding proteins and DNA are governed solely by electrostatic forces. In particular, we address here the structural details characterizing sliding and hopping, measure 1D diffusion coefficients (D 1 ) and distributions of sliding durations, and directly observe a rotation-coupled movement of a protein along DNA.
A Computational Model for Nonspecific
Protein-DNA Interactions
A Coarse-grained Model for Simulations of Protein Search along DNA
To explore relatively long timescales of protein translocation on DNA by molecular dynamics simulations, we used a reduced model that allows sliding, hopping and 3D diffusion to be captured from both molecular and mechanistic perspectives. A canonical B-DNA molecule is modeled by three beads per nucleotide, representing the phosphate, sugar, and base groups. Each bead is positioned at the geometric center of the group it represents. The protein is represented by one bead for each residue at the C a position of that residue, and is placed with the DNA inside a box with dimensions of 200 Â 200 Â 500 Å . We used a 100 bp DNA molecule that was maintained in a static position at the center of the box and aligned with the Z-axis throughout the simulation. While the DNA remained frozen during the simulations, the protein was flexible and diffused freely within the boundaries of the box. The protein was simulated with a native topology-based model [31] [32] [33] that excludes non-native interactions and uses the Lennard-Jones potential to represent native contact interactions.
The dynamics of the protein-DNA system is simulated with the Langevin equation: [31] [32] [33] 
where m i , n i and _ n i are the mass, velocity, and acceleration of the i'th bead, respectively. F i is the force applied on the i'th bead, and R i is a stochastic variable drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance:
In this study, g was set to 0.01. We note that the random walk motion of the proteins during sliding along the DNA is not achieved when random noise is excluded from the simulations (i.e., with pure Newtonian dynamics).
On account of the elusive nature of non-specific interactions between protein and DNA, which are central to the DNA search process by proteins, we used a simplified representation for non-specific DNA binding in which the interactions between proteins and DNA are governed solely by electrostatic forces. Beads representing the charged amino acids (Arg, Lys, Asp, and Glu) and the DNA phosphate groups were charged in the model. We employed the DebyeHu¨ckel potential to describe the electrostatic interactions between the protein and DNA: The Debye-Hu¨ckel theory predicts the range of the electrostatic influences of an ion to be the Debye screening length k À1 . Linearization of the PoissonBoltzmann equation yields the relation:
where N A is Avogadro's number, r A is the solvent density, e is the proton charge, e is the solvent dielectric constant, and C s is the ionic concentration in molar units (C s ¼ 0.5 P c i q i 2 , where c i is the molar concentration of ion with charge q i ). In equation 10.3, q i is a point charge of the i'th bead, r ij is the distance between two charged beads (bearing either the same or opposite charges), and K Coulomb ¼ 4pe 0 ¼ 332 kcal mol À1 . B(k) is a salt dependent coefficient that is related to the Debye screening length and the ion radius (a r ) by exp(ka r )/ (1 þ ka r ), giving rise to B(k)E1 for dilute solutions. The Debye-Hu¨ckel model has been used in the past to address the energetics and dynamics of various biomolecular systems, such as RNA folding; 35 the conformational stability of long DNA; 36 protein-DNA binding; 37 and DNA-DNA association. 38 While the Debye-Hu¨ckel model is a powerful means of introducing the salt effect of screening electrostatic interactions into the Coulomb potential, one should be aware of its approximations. The model is valid for relatively dilute solutions, as it approximates that the potential energy of an ion is determined by pairwise interactions with other neighboring ions. The detailed effects of higher salt concentrations and of ion condensation on DNA have to be studied using the nonlinearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation, as well with atomistic simulations that can elucidate the dynamics of the ionic layer during sliding on the DNA. Since the model is simplified, the distances between the charged beads of the protein and the charged DNA beads are larger (as not all atoms are represented and the charges are placed at the phosphate and C a beads). Consequently, the salt concentrations reported in this review are several times smaller than the experimental ionic strengths. The sliding dynamics was explored at salt concentrations in the range of 0.01-0.3 M in simulations of 10 7 time steps. We point out that due to coarse-graining of the model, one cannot easily convert the time steps to realistic time. Nevertheless, our model reproduces the ratio D 3 /D 1 B100 as characterized experimentally as well as other kinetic and mechanistic features such as the dependence of the linear diffusion on salt concentration. We used a dielectric constant of 70-80, which is the typical range in water, as the protein-DNA interface is much more hydrated in the non-specific complex than in the specific complex. During the simulation, the protein was categorized as performing a sliding, hopping, or 3D search of DNA. One can imagine a search with continuous transitions from sliding to hopping, or from hopping to 3D search. To differentiate in silico between protein sliding, hopping, and free 3D diffusion, it is necessary to provide a clear definition for each of them. A simulation frame was considered to show 3D diffusion if the protein was farther than 32 Å from the main DNA axis, since the electrostatic energy drops at this distance to about 2% of the energy in sliding conformations at low salt concentrations. A snapshot was classified as showing a sliding search mode if three criteria were met. The first criterion was that 70% of the recognition region must be in contact with a single groove (one can determine if a given protein atom resides in the major or minor groove of the DNA based on the distance between the two phosphates from each DNA chain that are closest to the atom of interest). The second criterion was that the distance of the center of mass of the recognition region from the DNA must be up to 10 Å longer than that measured in the crystal structure. The third criterion required that the orientation angle be less than 901 (where the orientation angle to DNA was defined as the angle between the geometric center of the recognition region of the protein, the geometric center of the protein, and the point on the DNA's main axis perpendicular to the protein's geometric center). If the protein was at a distance of less than 32 Å from the DNA and did not meet the criteria for the sliding mode, the frame was classified as representing protein hopping along the DNA.
DNA Bead Radius Parameterization: The Effect of the Major Groove Width on Sliding
In addition to the electrostatic forces between all charged residues and phosphate beads, each bead of the protein had a repulsion potential from all of the DNA beads modeled by (s ij /r ij ) 12, 30 where s ij equals the sum of the hard-sphere repulsion radii of the protein and DNA beads (s ij ¼ C rep,prot þ C rep,DNA ). We set C rep,prot and C rep,DNA to be 2 Å and 3.7 Å respectively (i.e., s ij ¼ 5.7 Å , according to the shortest distance between the C a atoms and the DNA beads found in a survey of crystallographic protein-DNA complexes in which the DNA is recognized via an a-helix).
30
The repulsion radius for the protein beads is similar to those used in previous coarse-grained simulations. [31] [32] [33] The choice of the repulsion radius for the DNA beads may influence the sliding behavior of the protein. Figure 10 .1a shows the effect of the DNA repulsion radius C rep,DNA and the salt concentrations on the total fraction of sliding across the entire search process undertaken by the Sap1 protein. For DNA beads with a small repulsion radius of 1 or 2 Å , the protein may protrude into the DNA grooves relatively easily through its a-helical recognition region, resulting in a high fraction of sliding events (40.75) even at relatively high salt concentrations of 90 mM. The high propensity for sliding dynamics is accompanied by very few hopping events ( Figure 10.1b) . When the DNA repulsion radius C rep,DNA is in the range of 3-4 Å , the transition of the protein from the sliding mode to a 3D diffusive mode with increasing ionic strength is smoother (Figure 10 .1a) and the protein is shown to dissociate from the DNA at an ionic strength of 70-90 mM, where the fraction of sliding events drops to less than 0.2. Moreover, for these values of C rep,DNA , simulation snapshots that correspond to hopping events could be distinguished at intermediate salt concentrations of 50-70 mM (the fraction of hopping performed was B0.2, Figure 10 .1b). A larger repulsion radius of 5 Å , which could mimic the existence of a water layer, shows an overall similar sliding behavior to that observed for C rep,DNA values of 3.5-4 Å , with the transition from pure sliding (fraction of sliding 40.75) to hopping þ 3D diffusion occurring at an ionic strength of 30-50 mM (Figure 10 For the Sap1 protein, we expect that, during sliding, the recognition helix will probe the DNA major groove. 30 For each of the DNA models shown in Figures 10.2a-c (i.e., with C rep,DNA of 1, 3 and 5 Å ), we checked the extent to which the protein may distinguish between major and minor DNA grooves during simulations. For simulations carried out in salt concentrations of 10-70 mM, we calculated the fraction of the snapshots in which the protein samples the major and the minor groove of the DNA. In each snapshot, we determined in which groove(s) each of the 15 residues belonging to the recognition helix of Sap1 resides (for further details on major/minor groove determination see section 10.2.2 above), and the distance of the bead at the middle of the helix from the main DNA axis. We classified a snapshot as belonging to a major/minor groove sampling if more than 85% percent of the recognition helix beads were in the major/minor groove, the distance of the bead from the middle of the helix to the main DNA axis was o16 Å , and the overall snapshot was classified as a sliding snapshot according to the definition provided above (section 10.2.2).
Figures 10.2d and 10.2e show the fractions of major-and minor-groove sampling (respectively) in the three DNA systems with C rep,DNA of 1, 3, and 5 Å . For C rep,DNA of 1 Å , major groove sampling is relatively low (less than half of the total search) and is relatively unaltered by increasing ionic strength ( Figure 10 .2d). The fraction of minor-groove sampling is also low (ranging from B15% to B35% of the total search, Figure 10 .2e), indicating that widening of both grooves due to the low repulsion radius of the DNA beads enables the recognition helix to protrude into both grooves indiscriminately. The constant sampling of DNA grooves with C rep,DNA of 1 Å in close proximity to the main DNA axis, which is favored by the attractive negative charges of the phosphate beads, results in an over classification of snapshots as sliding ( We conclude from this analysis that the choice of 3.7 Å for C rep,DNA is a reasonable approximation as it resembles the distance observed in crystal structures. 30 Specifically, it captures the essential search properties (such as sliding fraction and major/minor-groove discrimination) for DNA-binding proteins that interact with the DNA using an a-helical region, and it resembles the expected behavior when a water layer is present around the DNA (i.e., of DNA with C rep,DNA of 5 Å ) although this aspect is not directly addressed in this review. Several kinetic experiments in solution have provided evidence for a search mechanism that involves both 1D and 3D components. 39 These experiments show that the rate of specific DNA target binding significantly increases when the nonspecific DNA segments surrounding the target are longer 5, 23, 24, 29 and support the role of sliding in facilitating the target search process. 3, 40 Recent developments in single-molecule techniques that allow a direct observation of tagged proteins moving along DNA have made it possible to address additional details of the process, such as obtaining lengths of protein translocation on DNA and diffusion coefficients of protein movement along DNA. 25, 41 However, most experiments are limited to providing structural criteria that distinguish between protein sliding, hopping, and intersegmental transfer. Computational tools have the potential to structurally characterize the sliding conformation of many DNA-binding proteins, a task which is formidable to undertake by traditional X-ray crystallography approaches.
Results and Discussion
A recent computational study has explored the molecular details of sliding, its driving forces, and the interplay between DNA search by hopping and sliding using molecular-dynamics simulations in which protein-DNA interactions are represented solely by electrostatic forces. 30 In the study, the properties of protein sliding along canonical B-DNA were studied for several a-helical DNA-binding proteins (engrailed homeodomain HoxD9, Sap1, and Skn1), as well as for an RNA-binding protein (Barnase) and were compared to a non-DNA-binding protein (SH3 domain). It was shown that, during the simulations, the DNAbinding proteins as well as the RNA-binding protein (Barnase) remain in proximity to the main axis of the DNA while randomly diffusing along it. In contrast, the SH3 domain randomly diffuses in the bulk and is not attracted at all to the DNA. This indicates that the electrostatic interactions are sufficient to dominate nonspecific protein-DNA interactions. The ability of Barnase to bind DNA is explained by the charge distribution on its surface. The narrow distribution of the distances of each protein from the DNA (Figure 10.3a) illustrates the electrostatic attraction of nucleic acid binding proteins to DNA.
In a kinetic study of the translocation of the BbvCI restriction enzyme that recognizes and cleaves an asymmetrical target site, Gowers et al. have shown that a DNA substrate that contains two target sites in the same orientation is cleaved more efficiently when the separation between the two sites is o50 bp. 5, 39 This experiment shows that, in addition to a 3D search in solution, the enzyme one-dimensionally slides along the DNA while maintaining the same orientation relative to the DNA axis. NMR experiments also support the notion that the proteins use a similar interface when sliding on DNA and when they interact specifically with the target site. 23, 24, 42 In molecular dynamics simulations, HoxD9, Sap1 and Skn1 were also shown to maintain a relatively fixed orientation relative to the DNA during sliding. 30 The observation that the orientation angle remains relatively fixed throughout a sliding event indicates that the DNA-binding proteins interact with DNA through a recognition region that faces the DNA during the sliding simulation. Accordingly, DNA binding proteins exhibit a narrow distribution of orientation angles with the DNA (Figure 10.3b) , which implies the existence of a structural preference for non-specific DNA binding. In comparison with the three DNA-binding proteins, Barnase (RNA-binding protein) shows a wider distribution, and SH3 shows no orientational specificity at all with respect to the DNA, as reflected by an angle distribution that is almost random.
Many DNA binding proteins utilize an alpha-helical motif that probes the major groove of the double stranded DNA during the formation of specific protein-DNA interactions. 43 During sliding, the protein may use non-specific interactions with the DNA that share a certain degree of similarity with the interactions that construct the complex with the specific DNA target. Figure 10 .3c shows the percentage of the recognition region that is situated in the major groove for the DNA-binding proteins and for Barnase during the simulations. 30 More than 80% of the recognition region of the three DNAbinding proteins resides in the major groove during the simulations, whereas Barnase shows no clear tendency toward any groove. Figure 10 .4a illustrates the similarity that the sliding configuration of the Sap1 protein shares with the configuration of the specific complex in the crystal structure (green and gray lines, respectively). The plot indicates the distances of each of the protein C a atoms from their nearest DNA backbone phosphate atom. The two distance profiles are very similar (with R 2 ¼ 0.75), in particular in the recognition region, which is indicated by a green bar (residues 55-69). Figure 10 .4b shows a typical sliding snapshot (left) where the recognition helix (in green) is shown to face the DNA and protrude into the major groove, in agreement with the measure presented in Figure 10 .3c.
Structural Characterization of Protein-DNA Interactions during Hopping
During 1D protein translocation along the main axis of the DNA using the sliding mode, a protein moves bidirectionally and displays properties consistent with a one-dimensional random walk driven by thermal diffusion. It was earlier suggested that an optimal pathway for a target search would involve repetitive dissociations of the protein from the DNA that are followed by reassociations at other locations on the nucleic acid. 4 This scenario enables the protein to scan a greater proportion of the DNA and avoid redundant sequence scanning by sliding.
An important ingredient in the search process is hopping, in which the protein remains in the vicinity of the DNA and performs shortrange dissociations to neighboring DNA sequences. There are typically less charge-charge interactions between the protein and the DNA during hopping compared to sliding and therefore 1D diffusion increases with increasing ionic strength. 8, 30, 44 Figure 10 .4a shows that although it is close to the DNA, the configuration of the Sap1 protein (blue line) relative to the DNA is less similar to the specific protein-DNA configuration during hopping than sliding (with R 2 ¼ 0.39). In addition, the recognition helix is mostly excluded from the major DNA groove during hopping, giving rise to a one-dimensional diffusion of the protein that is not bound to the DNA helical path. Figure 10 .4b shows a random hopping snapshot where the protein is slightly more distant from the DNA than during a sliding snapshot and the recognition helix (in green) is outside the DNA major groove. The structural properties of HoxD9, Sap1, and Skn1 were characterized from molecular dynamics simulations to determine the extent to which hopping as well as dissociation modes are governed by the specific protein-DNA interface. 30 Figures 10.4c and 10.4d describe the configuration of the Sap1 protein relative to the DNA (distance from the DNA axis and orientation angle) during hopping and dissociation in comparison with sliding. During hopping, the protein adopts a conformation in which the binding region mostly faces the DNA, but the orientation is much less restricted compared to that displayed during sliding. In hopping, the protein is attracted to the DNA but does not follow the helical backbone rail as occurs in sliding. The detected hopping events reported in the simulations of HoxD9, Sap1, and Skn1 30 mostly occur on short timescales and span only a few DNA base pairs. Therefore, such transient hopping events can be viewed as bridging two consecutive sliding events on neighboring DNA fragments. There is, however, experimental evidence for proteins, such as the UL42 45 processivity factor, that predominately use hopping rather than sliding to translocate one-dimensionally along DNA.
DNA Search Efficiency: Combining 1D and 3D Search
Modes Enhances DNA Scanning
Effects of Salt Concentration on Search Efficiency
Electrostatic interactions dominate non-specific protein-DNA interactions 15, 19 as supported by a salt concentration dependence that is stronger than that which exists in specific interactions. 20 Therefore, the balance between DNA sliding, hopping, and 3D search might be affected by either salt concentration or temperature as both can decrease the strength of charge-charge interactions. Simulations of the Sap1 protein at a wide range of salt concentrations and at two temperatures (both below the equilibrium folding temperature of the protein) show that, as the salt concentration increases, the protein becomes more dissociated and the usage of sliding decreases 30 ( Figure 10.5a ). For the Sap1 protein, the authors have also addressed the interplay between protein flexibility and the properties of the DNA search mechanism by quantifying the fraction of sliding, hopping, and 3D diffusion in a protein model that is completely rigid, and found that the partitioning between the three search modes under each ionic strength condition is similar for both the flexible protein model and the rigid model 30 ( Figure 10.5a ). To explore the relationship between the ionic strength of the environment and the search efficiency of the DNA, Givaty and Levy defined a measure called Probed Position, which indicates the number of new DNA sites that are sampled by sliding (i.e., when a direct readout of local DNA sequence by the protein helical recognition site is enabled). 30 In this measure, any new DNA site (base-pair equivalent) that is visited by sliding is added to the Probed Position measure unless it was already been scanned earlier in the same sliding cycle. When the protein dissociates from the DNA, marked positions are erased, while the number of Probed Positions is left unchanged. The marked positions are erased upon dissociation because the probability of the protein reassociating at the exact same position on the DNA in vivo is very low. Since the model does not include a specific site, the Probed Position value serves as a measure for the fraction of DNA sites that are scanned using sliding. Figure 10 .5a shows search efficiency as a function of the percentage of nonsliding events performed during the search. When the protein utilizes sliding in most of the search (at a low salt concentration), search efficiency is low because the search is mostly performed locally. At a high salt concentration, the efficiency of the DNA search is also low as most of the electrostatic interactions are screened and the protein mostly diffuses three-dimensionally around the DNA rather than sliding on it. At a moderate salt concentration that gives rise to B20% sliding (as a proportion of the total search), the DNA-binding protein searches the DNA by an optimal combination that yields an efficient search. This result is in agreement with theoretical models 4, 7 suggesting that an optimal search strategy requires a combination of the different search mechanisms and indicates the importance of hopping and dissociation events for an efficient search. Halford et al., for example, have indicated that an optimal target association rate is achieved with alternating cycles of 1D and 3D diffusion where the lengths sampled by each sliding event are B10% of the target size. 4 Measurements of the translocation of the BbvCI restriction enzyme along the DNA 5 indeed occur for short distances of 30 base-pairs and suggest that sliding is crucial for local DNA scanning, while hopping and dissociation play important roles in reaching distant DNA regions. Below, we further discuss the spatial and temporal durations of individual sliding events obtained from molecular dynamics simulations under varying ionic strength conditions.
Distributions of Sliding Durations and Protein Translocation along DNA during Sliding
Under high salt concentrations, dissociation events of the protein from the DNA become dominant. The efficiency of the DNA search by the protein (as measured by the Probed Position in Figure 10 .5b) is therefore low, as the overall number of base pairs probed by the protein is small. Under low salt conditions, however, the observed Probed Position from the simulations is also low as the partition between 1D search and 3D search is far from optimal. We examine here the distributions of the sliding durations and their dependence on the salt concentration, and observe the redundancy with which DNA sites are visited by the protein under varying salt conditions. For non-specific binding, the motion of the protein along DNA can be modeled as a random walk driven by thermal diffusion. 4 The mean position of the protein is at the initially bound site and the distribution of visited sites around the mean broadens as the sliding duration increases at a rate of N 0.5 , where N is the number of steps. Figure 10 .6a on the left hand side illustrates such a scenario for a prolonged sliding event, where the protein repeatedly reprobes sites it has already visited. The right hand side of Figure 10 .6a illustrates an analogous scenario in which the duration of the sliding event is shorter, and thus the protein performs no more than one repeat over visited DNA sites. The histograms obtained from the simulations of Sap1 shown in Figure 1 .6b demonstrate that at a lower salt concentration of 0.03 M, the search process is dominated by relatively prolonged sliding events in comparison with the length of sliding events observed at higher salt concentrations of 0.07, 0.09, and 0.15 M. At high salt concentrations of 0.09 M and 0.15 M, the sliding events are relatively short, and the overall proportion of 1D search events is lower (see the decrease in the area under the histograms with increasing salt concentration).
To quantify the extent of search redundancy during sliding, we examined each sliding event from the simulations individually and calculated two values: MSD z and d z . MSD z is the overall distance travelled by the protein along the DNA axis (i.e., the sum of all the projections on the Z-axis during a single sliding event), while d z , is the distance between the maximal and minimal positions on the Z-axis visited by the protein during the sliding event (see Figure 10 .6a). Thus, a higher ratio of MSD z /d z reflects a sliding event in which there is more redundancy in terms of repeated visits to the same DNA site. Figure 10 .6c shows a scatter plot of the probing redundancy (measured as MSD z /d z ) against the duration of the sliding event for salt concentrations of 0.03, 0.07, 0.09 and 0.15 M. At a salt concentration of 0.03 M, there is a considerable increase in the probing redundancy during long sliding events as the random walk nature of the motion tends to increase MSD z , but not d z , linearly over time. The probing redundancies at salt concentrations of 0.07 and 0.09 M are significantly lower than those observed for a salt concentration of 0.03 M as the durations of the sliding events are shorter. Under these conditions, the protein may scan a short DNA segment and dissociate until it randomly approaches another DNA site by non-specific binding, and therefore, 'wasteful' repeat visits to DNA sites are avoided. At a high salt concentration of 0.15 M, the sliding events become transient, such that there are hardly any repeat visits to DNA sites. However, the efficiency of the search is low under such high salt conditions for the reasons discussed above. Figure 10 .6d summarizes the results for various salt conditions by showing averages of MSD z and d z per unit time step of the simulation (namely, oMSD z /t s 4 and od z /t s 4) for all the sliding events. The former has no dependence on the salt concentration and is consistent with the fact that the one-dimensional diffusion coefficient during sliding is not affected by salt concentration (see further discussion in the sections below). The value of od z /t s 4 increases with increasing salt concentration until saturation is achieved at about 0.09 M.
These results provide a mechanistic explanation for the low efficiency of DNA search (i.e., low Probed Position, see Figure 10 .5B) under low salt conditions. First, the fact that the durations of the individual sliding events are relatively long gives rise to a search mechanism that is more local because the lower frequency of dissociation events prevents the protein from accessing remote regions of the DNA. Second, because of the one-dimensional random walk motion of the protein along DNA, individual sliding events under low salt conditions are 'wasteful' because a significant amount of the search time is spent on visiting sites that were already scanned. An optimal search process is obtained at an ionic strength of about 0.07 M in which the protein spends B20% of the search time in sliding, and probing redundancy is relatively moderate with MSD z /d z o20. 
where N is the number of time steps measured, n is the measurement window ranging from 1 to N, Dt is the time interval between two consecutive steps, and D 1 is the 1D diffusion coefficient. To compute 1D diffusion along the DNA we use the distances that are projected along the Z-axis of a protein atom (C a ) that is selected from the center of the recognition helix. Similarly, we use the projections along the X and Y axis, to compute MSD profiles (denoted as MSD x and MSD y ) and diffusion constants along these axes. For Brownian diffusion, the MSD(n,N) at n below a cutoff n c is linear with a slope of 2D 1 Dt. Many single molecule experiments have used the same approach to evaluate the 1D diffusion coefficient of different proteins such as RNA polymerases, DNA repair proteins, and transcription factors as they allow the movements of an individual fluorescently labeled protein along DNA to be observed. 39 In most experiments, the DNA is stretched in the microscopy field and images of the protein that one-dimensionally traverses the DNA are collected. This technique also enables a determination of whether a given protein predominately uses sliding or hopping to move along DNA by measuring the diffusion coefficient at increasing salt concentrations. If hopping dominates protein translocation along the DNA, then at higher salt conditions the protein will spend more time in solution and therefore the measured diffusion coefficient will increase. During sliding, however, the protein maintains electrostatic contact with the DNA continuously and therefore the diffusion coefficient is independent of the salt concentration. By employing this approach, Kim et al. have demonstrated that the diffusion coefficient of RNA polymerase from the T7 bacteriophage is independent of salt concentration, suggesting that sliding is the underlying mechanism for the movement of the protein along DNA. 41 There is also an experimental example for an increase in the diffusion coefficient with increasing salt concentration for the UL42 processivity factor, indicating that hopping dominates the movement of protein along the DNA. 45 The middle panel of Figure 10 .7a, shows MSD(n,N) profiles for 10 trajectories calculated only for the sliding periods along the X, Y and Z axes (denoted as MSD x , MSD y , MSD z in blue, green and red, respectively) for simulations of Sap1 protein movement along a 100 bp dsDNA at a low ionic strength of 0.01 M. The convergence of the MSD profiles for all three directions may suggest that the recognition helix of the protein not only progress along the Z-axis but also fluctuates equally in the X and Y directions. This observation results from a protein motion that is not restricted only to fluctuations along the Z-axis but also to motions of the protein in directions that are perpendicular to the DNA. The middle panel of Figure 10 .7b shows the MSD profiles for sliding at a salt concentration of 0.07 M. The average slope is only slightly greater than those at 0.01 M. In the right panels of Figure 10 .7a and b, the MSD profiles for the same trajectories are shown for all the periods in which the protein is bound to the DNA by either sliding or hopping (since hopping events are rather short, it is impractical to estimate the D 1 value of a hopping motion alone). At a low salt concentration of 0.01 M (Figure 10 .7a, right), the profiles resemble those obtained for sliding only, as the population of hopping events under these conditions is negligible. However, as the ionic strength is increased to 0.07 M (Figure 10.7b, right) , the MSD z profiles exhibit larger slopes than the MSD x and MSD y profiles, indicating that the protein traverses along the DNA main axis more rapidly in comparison to its diffusion in the directions perpendicular to it. Figure 10 .8a shows a summary of the comparison between a pure sliding mode and a bound mode in which the protein engages the DNA in either sliding or hopping. In agreement with the experimental observation discussed above, the 1D diffusion coefficient D 1 along the DNA axis (D 1,z ) increases with increasing salt concentration when the protein uses sliding þ hopping to move along the DNA but remains unaffected for a pure sliding motion of the protein.
A similar observation is obtained from simulations of the HoxD9 and Skn1 proteins. 30 To examine the effects of temperature on the 1D diffusion coefficient, the authors measured D 1 for both modes at different temperatures and at different salt concentrations. As expected, an increase of the D 1 coefficients with salt concentration as well as with temperature is observed but with a more pronounced effect for the bound conformation. Figure 10 .8b shows a comparison of the calculated 1D diffusion coefficient D 1 along the DNA axis (D 1,z ) from sliding, with the 3D diffusion coefficients calculated at various salt concentrations for the protein in bulk (D 3 ). The plot shows that D 3 is more than an order of magnitude greater than D 1,z .
During Sliding Proteins may undergo Rotation-Coupled Diffusion along DNA
Although it was demonstrated that proteins hop and slide along DNA, the path traced by the protein during sliding along the DNA surface has not been directly observed yet. Biophysical and biochemical models have taken into consideration both linear translocations along the DNA and helical motion along the DNA grooves as plausible assumptions. A model proposed by Schurr 47 for rotation-coupled diffusion along DNA suggests that the diffusion coefficient has a stronger dependence on protein size (D 1,Rotation BR À3 ) during rotation-coupled diffusion than it exhibits during a pure translational motion (D 1,Translation BR À1 ). This discrepancy may give rise to a difference of up to three orders of magnitude between diffusion coefficients from pure linear translation compared to rotation-coupled diffusion. Bagchi et al., have incorporated a parameter that describes the minimal distance of the protein's center of mass from the DNA axis (R OC ) into Schurr's model 48 and performed a series of elegant single-molecule measurements indicating that DNA-binding proteins indeed undergo rotation-coupled diffusion on a rugged free-energy landscape with barriers of B1.1 k B T separating adjacent sites on DNA. 25 The rotation along the helical path of the DNA enables the protein to continuously probe the base-pair content in the DNA major groove. Additional experimental evidence for rotation-coupled protein diffusion was obtained for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), whose diffusion properties were measured under varying solvent viscosities and by attaching quantum dots that change the protein's size. The change in the diffusion coefficient for different protein sizes suggested that the clamp moves along DNA while rotationally tracking the helical path of the double-stranded DNA. 49 While providing indirect evidence for coupling between rotational diffusion and linear translocation along DNA, the current experimental strategies cannot directly observe the rotational motion because of spatial resolution limitations. 39 Using the computational model described above, we were able to explicitly follow the curved linear motion of a protein along DNA. Figure 10 .9a (on the right) shows the paths taken by a residue located at the center of the recognition helix of the Sap1 protein as it moves along the DNA surface during several sliding events at a low salt concentration of 0.01 M. The image demonstrates that the major groove of the DNA is substantially populated during sliding and that the protein motion is coupled with the helical structure of the double stranded DNA. Occasionally, the protein may undergo a rapid transition along the DNA that is decoupled from the helical pitch of the major groove but still in close proximity with the surface of the DNA. The coupling between rotation and translation is also exhibited in the plots of Figure 10 recognition helix along the minor groove towards an adjacent major groove are much more frequent. Several hopping events (blue lines) are shown in which the protein also remains close to the DNA but exhibits no preference for the DNA groove or backbone but rather 'glides' randomly near its surface. Since the sliding events are significantly shorter and are less committed to the major groove track as the salt concentration increases, the correlation between the linear translocation and the rotation angle around the DNA axis is much weaker (oCorrelation coefficient4¼ À0.58) with an average slope of À0.08 radians/Å . These results may suggest that adoption of a helical bound protein motion in the DNA major groove at low salt conditions, while enabling the protein to scan each DNA site rigorously, comes at the expense of search efficiency. By contrast, at higher salt concentrations the protein samples major groove positions locally, and rapidly translocates to other sites. This detailed mechanistic viewpoint is in agreement with the observation reported before (Figure 10 .5b) that the Position Probed measure is low at low salt conditions. We point out that this coarse-grained simulation approach offers the potential to determine the degree of rotation coupled diffusion in many other DNA binding proteins as well as determining the preference of the protein for majorgroove search, minor-groove search, or a search that is coupled to the DNA backbone.
Concluding Remarks
Many genomic processes, such as transcription, DNA repair, and recombination rely on DNA binding proteins that locate and bind their DNA targets remarkably quickly and efficiently. Understanding the nature of interactions between regulatory proteins and nonspecific DNA sequences is a fundamental step in deciphering all physicochemical mechanisms that underlie the protein-DNA recognition process. In this review, we described a computational model to characterize the structural and dynamic features of DNA recognition by proteins during DNA search. In our simplified model, the protein was flexible but the DNA remained rigid, and the protein-DNA interactions were modeled by electrostatic forces only. This modeling is in accord with structural and thermodynamic studies indicating that electrostatics, rather than intimate interactions between the protein and the DNA bases, govern the nonspecific binding mode.
Using molecular dynamics simulations, our results indicate that, during sliding, the proteins perform a bidirectional 1D random walk movement driven by thermal diffusion. In 1D sliding, the movement of the protein is coupled with a rotational motion along the helical double-stranded DNA pitch, in which the protein utilizes an interface and adopts an orientation to the DNA that is very similar to that found in the crystal structure of the specific complex. This result is in agreement with recent NMR measurements on the HoxD9 protein, which indicate the signature of the specific protein-DNA recognition in nonspecific sliding. 23, 24, 42 Our measurements for the average slope of the plot describing protein rotation versus protein translation indicate a value of B2p/10 bp, which is consistent with the helical pitch of a B-DNA molecule.
Our observations for the distributions of sliding durations under varying salt conditions combined with a measure for the efficiency of the DNA search indicate that at low salt concentrations, sliding events are longer and less efficient because the protein redundantly rescans DNA sites. At higher salt concentrations, the protein is more detached from the DNA and may remain in the vicinity of the DNA (undertaking a linear search via hopping). The hopping search mode is accompanied by a higher diffusion coefficient and results in an enhancement of DNA scanning efficiency. Further increase of the salt concentration will result in a significant increase of the 3D search mode in solution at the expanse of 1D DNA scanning and will therefore significantly reduce the efficiency of the search. Accordingly, we suggest that there is an optimal salt concentration at which the DNA binding protein combines sliding, hopping, and 3D diffusion to search the DNA target. This optimal interplay between the various search mechanisms of DNA may be different for proteins having different DNA binding affinities.
Although we succeeded in capturing many of the key structural and dynamic properties of protein sliding with a model that relates only to the electrostatic interactions between proteins and DNA, it is clear that higher-resolution models are also essential. Specifically, such models are required to understand additional components of protein-DNA interactions, such as, the role of water molecules and ions in sliding, [50] [51] [52] water release from the protein-DNA interface upon specific binding, 22 and the role of DNA conformational changes and flexibility. 53, 54 Nevertheless, the methodology presented here may serve as a predictive tool to study relatively long biological timescales in protein-DNA recognition as well as complementing experimental data. This computational approach has been applied recently to study how various aspects of the molecular architecture of DNA-binding proteins may affect the mechanism of DNA search. It was found that the oligomerization state of the protein can significantly affect sliding speed and the overall search kinetics. 55, 56 Splitting a DNA-binding protein into two or more structural domains may assist the search [57] [58] [59] [60] by promoting intersegment transfer. Furthermore, not all DNAbinding proteins perform sliding using the interface found in the specific protein-DNA recognition, and consequently a switching transition is involved when the target site is localized. 61 
